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Long may it continue.
Looking ahead, we can probably predict that 2021
will be more of the same, with plenty of productions
coming to town, and with them the massive
importance of maintaining our Covid free status.
It is nearly inevitable that there will be other
community outbreaks, but we have proven that
contact tracing, hygiene and basic common sense
and consideration are still potent allies in keeping
any outbreaks contained. Mandatory 'signing in' on
set is a great initiative. And although as an industry
we pride ourselves on working no matter how crook
we are, maybe let's agree to modify that behaviour
from now on?
But for now, hopefully you're still enjoying a
deserved break, or just heading back to the gig.
Wherever you are, no matter what you are doing,
stay as safe as you want to be, and let's all keep on
looking out for each other.
All best,
GT.
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GOLD STARS & CHOCOLATE FISH
N To everyone on the executive and to all of you in the guild,
for getting through 2020 and into a new year. Kia kaha!
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BEHIND THE SCENES

With over 20 years in the film and TV industry,
Kelly Lucas is now executive officer for the Techos’ Guild.

Executive Officer Kelly Lucas
Kia ora SIGANZ members,
Welcome to our new members; thank you for
joining SIGANZ, and thank you to our existing
members for your ongoing support over this
crazy year.
It was wonderful to catch up with some of you
at the Auckland joint guild Christmas party
and Queenstown with Film Otago Southland.
I hear that the Wellington and Christchurch
get-togethers were also a success, so glad to see
our members able to get together and have a
proper catch-up.
Where do I start with a round-up of this year?
I have to say congratulations to everyone for
making it through this rollercoaster of a year.
We have certainly been through the mill. We
started with an incredibly busy year and then
to get hit with COVID, where for the majority
of our crews lives came to a standstill. As you
all know, with the ScreenSafe COVID H&S
protocols in place, we were ready to merge
from lockdown in a better position than
other sectors and an incredible team effort
from everyone to support their productions
working in Level 3, 2, 1, and then 2 again. I take
my hat off to all of you that have had to endure
the hand washing, the sanitising, the cleaning,
the masks, the distancing, and the amazing
ingenuity it has taken to continue working in
these COVID times. It has paid off!

busy and challenging out there. It looks like
2021 will be another chocker block production
round with few signs of things slowing down.
It’s great that we are busy, but we still must be
a healthy, rested crew, or things start to go awry.
The team here at the guild is here to support
you, and we are making some significant
progress on some of our projects this year: we
have engaged a lawyer that we can call on at
any time to ask questions about your contracts
(preferably before you sign them). We are
working through our systems to make sure
our LONO process is as vigilant as possible.
We are working on a rate card review for
all crew to have a fair guide to rates for the
sector. We are continuing our work with the
Professional Respect Workshops, in which
over 220 people have now attended over ten
workshops this year. We encourage you to be a
part of this culture shift away from any sexual
harassment, bullying, racism in our sector.
We have also been working with Safeguard
the Children on the ScreenSafe Working with
Children guidelines that will be released in
the new year. Plus, on top of that, we have
been fielding daily enquiries from crew and
producers regarding the Blue Book.
We are dealing with health and safety
(including COVID) for the sector plus
government liaison, working with WorkSafe
on ScreenSafe review and looking after
general enquiries, NZTECHO magazine,

We are busy, somewhat crazy busy, and this is

The Rushes newsletters, and any other

where I ask you all to make sure you are taking

membership concerns that come up day today.

some real time out over the next few weeks to

Phew! What a year it has been, and yes, I am

breathe, stop, and connect with whanau and

ready for a break. With that in mind, the office

friends. Get the sand between your toes and

is officially closing on Friday 18th December

the beautiful sea wash over you, and STOP! We

and will reopen on Monday 18th January. I

forget that our mental health and connection

will check in on the emails now and again

keep us able to keep going when things are

over the break.
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So without further ado, a massive thank you

Jason Bowden for continually producing

to the SIGANZ President Brendon Durey and

our NZTECHO magazine so we can celebrate

Sioux Macdonald, Tyrone Payne our Treasurer

our sector.

and the Executive and Branch Committee

So signing off for 2020 and here’s to 2021!

members for another stirling job this year.
Even more so under the weight of COVID.

Have a safe and rested holiday season.

Thank you to Jane, our wonderful accounts
officer that keeps the finances in check.

Ngā mihi nui,

Plus, a big thank you to Graeme Tuckett and

Kelly.

The 8-Series
Next Generation
Premium Portable
Mixer-Recorders

With Dugan AutoMix and MixAssist

Three models to suit your specific needs, all with 256GB SSD
All built on the same architecture
833 portable, compact, lightweight
888 use on a cart with Dante or over the shoulder
Scorpio premium, PSNEurope Best of Show Award at IBC2019
To order, book a demo, or for more information-p: 09 366 1750; e: info@soundtq.co.nz; FB: @soundtechniques; www.soundtq.co.nz;
Intrigued? Check out https://www.sounddevices.com/products/ for the full range of mixers and recorders
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Lifeguard & Safety have been working with Production Companies for
over 20 years, on projects ranging from music videos & film school
shoots, low budget television & features, up to major motion pictures.
We can help in the following areas;
Safety supervisors, on set medics, hazard identification & mitigation,
WorkSafe NZ compliance, marine coordination, water safety, and divers
for underwater support.
If it’s the Health & Safety at Work Act 2015 causing you concern, we
have been working with ScreenSafe, WorkSafe NZ & several legal
companies & consultants to find the best solutions for the Screen Sector.
Contact us if you have any questions regarding your next project.
Willy Heatley +64 27 451 6002
willy@guard.co.nz • www.guard.co.nz
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PRESIDENT’S RAVE
Guild President Brendon Durey
After a different stye of AGM over zoom

year from managing the formation of the

(for the Auckland branch anyway) but

Covid safety protocol for our sector to

probably in many ways symbolic of some of

operate under during these turbulent times.

the Covid challenges this year has brought,

She has also been busy managing the roll

we have voted in the new guild executive

out of the professional respect courses as

and many of last year’s guild leadership and

a SWAG inspired initiative to help reduce

renewed their vows for another year. I guess

sexual harassment in our sector, as well as the

many of us are glad to be seeing the end of

further development of Screensafe.

this year but the after effects of the pandemic
and the economic and political disruptions
that have followed will be with us for some
time to come.

I also want to thank Sioux McDonald our
Vice -President for all her hard work and
hours spent advocating for the guild across a
number of committees and working groups

I think it’s important to be optimistic for the

and being a vital cog in the management and

future and I think in spite of the difficulties

smooth running of the guild.

if this year we can also say that much of our
industry has bounced out of lockdown to
one of the busiest periods for many or our
members we have had in recent memory.
Mush of this business is due to many offshore
and local projects all ending up being layered
on top of each other once lockdowns had
ended rather than the carefully spaced out
projects that we were faced with prior to

Another big thank you to all out branch
chairs, secretaries and all the committee
members both on the branch committees
and also those who I have arm twisted and
badgered to participate on sub-committees
such as the likes of, Sean O’Neil, Peter
McCaffery, Christian Gower, David Madigan,
Jen Butcher and many more.

lockdown. We also have our relative lack of

We look to have a busy year incoming for the

Covid transmission in the community to

New Zealand screen industry, and I aim to try

thank for a continued interest in NZ as a

to work proactively with the Guild Executive

shooting destination heading into next year.

to ensure the Screen Industry Guild has a

I want to thank our wonderful EO Kelly Lucas
for all her hard work over this disrupted

positive effect on all our workplaces.
Brendon Durey

We appreciate
the support of:
Mick Sinclair

Ph +64 9 360-9995 www.sinclairblack.co.nz
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IN FOCUS

Eight Books
on NZ Film
Dan Slevin

I’m in the book business now
so, cannily, Graeme asked
me to write something on
New Zealand’s books about
film. The only problem with
that as a challenge is that
recent publications are thin
on the ground. Almost all
of the books I’m going to
mention here are now only
available from a used book
dealer or your local library.

The best in recent years is Whatever
It Takes (VUP, 2018), John Reid’s
definitive and beautifully illustrated
history of John O’Shea and Pacific
Films but I know that Waka has
already covered that in some
depth in these pages, so I won’t
try and follow in his much more
knowledgeable footsteps. What I
will say about the Reid book is that
one of its themes is the downright
obstructive policies of successive
New Zealand governments
seemingly determined to prevent
the foundation of a sustainable
feature film industry in this country.
It’s almost as if they were worried
what filmmakers might say about
them. Tourism marketing was one
thing but social criticism? Beyond
the pale.
Geoff Murphy’s autobiography,
A Life on Film (HarperCollins,
2015), is a rare first-person narrative
from that ‘golden age’ of Kiwi
cinema that O’Shea’s pioneering
work did the groundwork to create.
(Although, much like the New
Zealand cricket team and boomer
nostalgia for Lance Cairns, it could
be argued that we are in an actual
‘golden age’ right now.)
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why you should buy it. Go on. Go out
and get it now!”
I’m not sure why publishing books
about New Zealand film should
be such a hard road nowadays.
I’m personally very surprised that
no one has produced a quickie
biography of Taika Waititi, unless
he’s announcing projects so fast
these days that he’s too much of a
moving target.
Over the years I’ve been sent a few
books about NZ film for review and
usually didn’t because most outlets
weren’t that bothered (or in the case
of my short stint at ONFILM, the
magazine folded before I could get
a review into print). So, here’s an
attempt to rectify that and maybe
point you at some books you don’t
already have.

In these pages, Waka (again!)
reviewed Murphy’s book through a
lens of camaraderie but concluded
like this:
“This book does discuss the ins
and outs of the film business and
does get past those ‘bastards at
the Film Commission’ – but what
does a memoir like this one do? At
best it reminds us how we got here
and at its least it encourages us to
have a life that we own. But most
importantly it keeps the notion of
‘national cinema’ alive, something
that can be quickly lost to the nation
in one generation with a Hollywood
blockbuster mentality – which is

One of the best books I’ve read
about the movie business is Kristin
Thompson’s The Frodo Franchise
(Penguin, 2007). Subtitled “How
The Lord of the Rings Became a
Hollywood Blockbuster and Put New
Zealand on the Map”, it’s a history
of that groundbreaking production
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(and by extension Peter Jackson’s
career, the development of Wingnut
and Weta, etc.) but it’s also extremely
interesting in how it follows the
huge amounts of money that it
made and then the impact of
that money.
Because New Line ceased to be an
independent outfit shortly after
Rings, and Warners were soon
throwing their weight around
during the extensive pre-production
on The Hobbit, it’s easy to forget
that Rings was the result of scrappy
outsiders rather than Hollywood
establishment. One detail that isn’t
often recognised: New Line pre-sold
the rights to Rings to independent
distributors, many of whom hadn’t
dealt with anything that size before.
The resulting boatloads of money
meant that those distributors
(like Zentropa in Denmark and
the Swedish Film Institute) were
able to put money into increased
local production. Lord of the Rings
was good for indie filmmaking in
Mexico, Argentina, Scandinavia and
Asia but here in NZ the distribution
dollars went to Roadshow and
bankrolled Australian production
instead of ours.
A book I’d love to see updated is
Shot in New Zealand: The art and
craft of the Kiwi cinematographer
(Random House, 2007) by Duncan
Petrie, if only because it stops
before digital capture really got
going and is therefore now a
fascinating museum piece. I’m
sure most readers of NZTecho
have a copy of this on their shelves
already but for those that don’t, it
features chapters on 12 (all male)
cinematographers in alphabetical
order from Attewell to Toon. Petrie
interviews all of them, and many of
their collaborators, to produce an
excellent guide to the storytelling

(and practical) challenges that
being a local cinematographer
involves. It’s particularly pleasing
that Petrie recognises television
and commercial work, even though
the focus – and the gorgeous
illustrations – prioritise features.

Despite the best efforts of university
leadership we still have film
academics in this country and
they still get to publish every now
and then. A striking example
is Dan Fleming’s Making the
Transformational Moment in Film:
Unleashing the Power of the Image
(with the films of Vincent Ward)
(Michael Wiese Productions, 2011).
The title alone seems designed to
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put off the casual reader but the
very handsome publication could
easily live on a coffee table to be
flicked through idly while your
Netflix is buffering.
In the book, Fleming uses Ward’s
films as a way into a big discussion
of film technique, comparing frames
and sequences from The Navigator,
River Queen and (strikingly) Map of
the Human Heart, with other films
from every era, and even storyboards
for other unmade Ward films.
Colour, composition, construction,
music are all up for discussion as
examples of the ‘transformational’
that Fleming is interested in.
I once aspired to be a film academic
and this is a very good example of
why I wouldn’t have made it. I love
the idea of this book – and the visual
execution – but I can’t read more
than a few sentences before the
density of the prose (and the many
references) overwhelm me.

Also in the academic world, I want to
give a shout out to Dr Miriam Ross
of Victoria University who moved

half way around the world in the
early 2010s to become the global
expert in stereoscopic cinema –
because at the time The Hobbit and
Avatar were leading the charge for
3D as a filmmaking technique – only
to have 3D disappear from relevance
around the time she published her
book, 3D Cinema: Optical illusions
and Tactile Experiences (Palgrave
Macmillan, 2015).
She’s not too downhearted
though – she’s now experimenting
with vertical cinema (i.e. what
happens when you hold your
phone in portrait rather than
landscape mode) and remains
great podcast talent.

Arguably, the most successful book
about New Zealand film is Ian
Brodie’s The Lord of the Rings
Location Guidebook (HarperCollins,
2003 updated 2011), a book that has
filled Christmas stockings the world
over and inspired many thousands
of pre-Covid visits to Aotearoa. In
2005, Bob Harvey (who was then
mayor of what was then Waitakere)
produced a book called White Cloud
Silver Screen (Exisle Publishing)
with photographer Tony Bridge
which was also focused on locations.
The result is very odd – Bridge’s
photography is perfectly lovely but
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nothing that you wouldn’t find in
a high-end New Zealand landscape
calendar. The photos aren’t even of
specific locations from films, they
are of other places that are in the
same vicinity: the view of Auckland
from the top of the Sky Tower, for
example, references Merata Mita’s
Patu in which a very different
Auckland featured. The main
connection to local cinema appears
to be Harvey’s nostalgic memoir of
filmgoing in the introduction.
Finally, a truly essential book (even
though it desperately needs an
update or, even better, a sequel).
Current mayor of Whanganui,
Hamish Macdouall, is a confirmed
cinephile and a magnificent
maker of lists so his 101 Essential
New Zealand Films (Awa Press,
2009) is elevated by the absurd
levels of diligence he put into
its construction. He spent many
hours in the Nga Taonga Sound
& Vision archive watching every

rare and out-of-print short film
and documentary in order for his
hundred to be definitive and I think
he pulled it off.
It’s still available direct from the
publisher (Forty bucks – bargain!)
and literally every home should
have one.
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TECHOSPHERE

The benefits of engaging
an accountant
If thinking about accounting brings you out
in a cold sweat, you’re not alone. Laws and
legislation, rules and requirements, recording
and reporting, taxes and take-home. There’s so
much to think about and so much to know.
“Do I need an accountant?”
It’s an often-asked question. And, like a lot
of situations in accounting, the answer is
‘it depends’.
You could read up, train and learn all the rules
and regulations in order to fully understand
the world of accounting and then you could do
your own accounts. It could take you a few years,
but you could do it. However, if you haven’t
got a few years spare – or your screen project
is about to start – you would probably want to
consider engaging the services of an expert in
the profession.
So, what benefits would you get from hiring an
accountant? Here’s my list:
1.

They save you from the monotony and detail
of bookkeeping

2. They know the laws and rules
3.

They can save you time

4. They know how to use systems and software
5.

They can give you peace of mind

6. They can save you money (yes, really!)
Let’s look at each in more detail.

1. They save you from the monotony and
detail of bookkeeping
Few people would offer the opinion that doing
the bookkeeping is an exciting pastime. It
requires a huge amount of data entry and
recording, and then creating and interpreting
schedules and reports.

Accurate accounting needs attention to detail
as most aspects of a project will have a financial
effect. Much of the work is time dependent and
can be time-consuming.
Accountants know what needs doing and when,
and they are very used to keeping up with all the
requirements and workloads. Save yourself the
effort and engage an accountant to do the work
for you.

2. They know the laws and rules
Law and rules affect almost every part of
accounting. From basic business requirements,
through transactional bookkeeping, accounting
standards, pay and taxes, to specialist reporting
for funding partners, there’s a lot to know.
Accountants know immediately what financial
laws and rules you and your project need to abide
by. They know all about paperwork requirements,
receipts and invoices. They know about taxation.
They know what you can claim and what you
can’t. They know how to pay people and what the
obligations are surrounding that.
Whilst the general requirements for business
and taxes will be known by all accountants, like
many industries, the specific requirements of the
screen industry are best known by accountants
who have a background in, and experience of,
film and screen production so, if you need that
extra level of information, look out for someone
who has that specialist knowledge too.

3. They can save you time
Your time is precious, especially when you’re
focusing on your project, and you don’t want to
have to deal with a whole layer of bookkeeping
and accounting on top of it.
Give that work to your accountant and not
only will they be able to get the bookkeeping
and accounting done much more quickly and
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efficiently, but they can be doing all that while
you’re finishing your own work – both pieces of
work can be done alongside each other and can
be completed at much the same time.
Your accountant’s knowledge of accounting
requirements also means that errors can
be avoided and issues that might take a less
knowledgeable person quite some time to
investigate, consider and resolve, can be sorted
in a much quicker timeframe.

4. They know how to use systems
and software
There’s no doubt that using accounting or
bookkeeping software is a good thing to do. But
software can be viewed as only really a tool to
help you organise your record keeping, you still
need to understand what entries to make, how
to enter them correctly (according to the many
rules) and be confident in knowing that you’re
getting the right information back out again.
Most software products have the same basic
functionality but even getting to grips with how
that works means you need to educate yourself,
which takes up more of your time. If you give
the work to an accountant, they will know what
needs to be done and will have experience and
expertise in the working and functionality of the
popular systems.
A specialist screen industry accountant will also
know how to use the software to meet the screen
specific requirements and be able to produce the
reports needed for your funding partners, when
they need them.
Using cloud and online systems means that
you can give access to your records to your
accountant and you can still have visibility – and
retain overall responsibility - without the need to
do the detailed work.

5. They can give you peace of mind
When there’s a lot going on, your attention
can be called into many different directions.
Having an accountant on board to take care of
the financial aspects gives you the comfort that
monetary matters are being dealt with on time
and accurately.
You’ll know that your crew and your funding
partners are being kept happy, your legal and

taxation obligations are being met and that you
can concentrate on delivering your project.

6. They can save you money
When budgets are tight, it can be tempting to
not to want to spend money on someone to do
your accounting for you. But investing in the
knowledge, skills and expertise of an accountant
can actually help you to save money.
Getting the help of an accountant can stop
you making costly mistakes. Financial errors
are not just annoying, they can be expensive,
especially if they relate to taxation. Get your
GST paperwork wrong and you could be paying
out for something you didn’t need to. Deduct the
wrong income tax from your crew and you could
over or under pay them (they would not be happy
at that!). File your taxes late or pay the wrong
amounts and the IRD could charge you penalties
and interest.
Efficiency is another way to save money.
Saving time by having someone else to do your
accounting can save you money. Reducing the
time to follow processes or resolve issues can
save you money. And whilst you may be able to
deal with your errors in the long term, the short
term effects on your cashflow can hamper you
project’s progress, taking up more time and
costing more. Engaging an accountant to take
care of these things reduces the risk of them
happening, so improving your efficiency and
reducing your costs.
Finally, however much work you decide to pass
to an accountant, it is always of benefit to know
one who can give you advice and point you in the
right direction. Being proactive about getting the
right support and the right information will help
guide you and your projects towards success.
About the author
Hilary Combes has been in accounting for 35
years and has worked in the screen, media and
creative industries for over 22 years. She began in
TV broadcasting and has worked in print media,
TV and film production and advertising New
Zealand and in Jersey in the Channel Islands. She
presented to WIFT in March 2019 on financial
matters. Most recently, she has been freelancing as
a Production Accountant on some local TV series.
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IN MEMORY OF

Bill Gosden 1954 – 2020

Together in the dark: Gaylene Preston on
film festival virtuoso Bill Gosden
Aotearoa lost a giant of our national

over the country. Cinema Paradiso meets

culture last month when Bill Gosden, the

NZ Railways freight. An audacious idea

decades-long director of the New Zealand

that miraculously delivered a wide feast

Film Festival, died at 66. The illustrious

and usually an Elvis film.

NZ film-maker Dame Gaylene Preston
pays tribute.

Before it was remotely fashionable, Bill
championed local work – not always

He walked around like he was some

easy. Having to watch long cuts of

ordinary person. Understated. But if you

unfinished films (often really unfinished)

were paying attention, you could notice

and needing to turn some down, Bill

that his denim shirt had fine leather

sometimes had to take it on the chin.

beading, that he preferred blue suede
shoes from Italy, and his jacket had a
particularly well-tailored swing.

When he refused to screen a documentary
I made in 1980, I did what many
filmmakers since have done: I saw red and

Understated.

behaved badly. I thundered up the stairs

Often to be found in the Deluxe Cafe

to his cramped, first-floor office at 30

in the Embassy Cinema building in
Wellington, Bill loved a fresh cheese scone

Courtenay Place and confronted him. He
was sitting down, I was standing up. It was

for morning tea, and when I had breakfast

hardly what you’d call a conversation.

with him at Capitol, on the other side

”I’ve spent two years around the

of The Embassy, his “usual” included a
double helping of black sausage.

corner making this film and if I’d been
doing that in Paris, you’d already have

Bill Gosden was a southern man.

screened it!”

Understated.

“Gaylene, it’s been on television. It’s not

Born in Dunedin: part of that great, well-

eligible.”

educated baby boom that our play-based,

“If it had been on television in Paris, it

child-based education system launched
into the stratosphere. Bill Gosden grew
a world-class film festival that, over 40
years, shaped the cultural life of this
country. His promotional skills became
legendary. At Ronin Films in Australia,
they called him “Bill Godsend.”

would be!”
I stayed unreasonable. He stayed seated.
Bill did not change the rules to make
anyone happy.
A southern man.
As is the case with most of Bill’s close

In the early days, Bill and his tiny team

associates, our argument began a long

delivered unwieldy prints to little clacky

conversation. When I later made my first

projectors of varying age and operation all

feature film, Mr Wrong, no cinema would
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screen it. Bill saw the film and wrote

us who would never miss Bill’s opening

a funny, deft piece for the film festival

night speech. It was written at the last

brochure, proclaiming it “a thoroughly

minute in his office above The Embassy

spooky good time”. The rest is, as they

and delivered with great aplomb.

say, history.

I’ve never known anyone else able to

He programmed the premiere for 5pm in
the middle weekend, while I believed it

thank the sponsors with such multilayered messaging.

should have been an opening night film

Cunningly understated.

and, in no uncertain terms, told him so.

I’ve had the extraordinary privilege of

But Bill knew his audience, and he knew
which time would suit what tribe. I was
wrong, he was right. The premiere sold out.
In a packed auditorium, they laughed till
they screamed. Bill understood the power

sailing alongside Bill in this last while.
Bill was my friend, my neighbour. Even
when he was very sick, he recommended
books carefully curated for my reading
pleasure. Near the end of his life, he could

and thrill of an audience watching movies

still beat me to a joke.

all together in the dark.

We are all going to miss him more than

He was, above all, a writer. It was always

we could possibly imagine.

a pleasure to read the New Zealand Film

Moe mai rā e te Rangatira o te au kiriata.

Festival brochure. There were those of

Haere atu rā.
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Remembering Bill Gosden, NZ film icon
By Ant Timpson

The passing of Bill Gosden, who died of

But for a true cinephile and cultural

cancer last month, has left an immeasurable

curator like Bill, cinema was life and such

gap in our cultural landscape. As the

off-hand comments were probably seen as

director of the New Zealand International

condescension. Though he’d never state it

Film Festival for nearly 40 years Bill

out loud, a wry smile and an arched brow

championed diverse, unusual and offbeat

were enough visual cues to respond to any

storytelling which in turn enriched the

such flippancy.

lives of many and created opportunity for
aspiring filmmakers in Aotearoa.

For those of us blessed (inflicted) with
cinephilia, our existence has always

Fellow film fanatic Ant Timpson, husband

revolved around the movies. From

of Ensemble co-founder Rebecca Wadey,

wide-eyed childhood to discerning

pays tribute to his longtime friend and

adulthood, we prefer to escape our day to

occasional rival.

day drudgery through the magic of the

Over the decades I’m sure Bill Gosden
heard the phrase “Well there’s more to
life than movies” more than a few times.

movies. And we’re usually happiest when
immersed and spellbound by whatever
tale is being projected.

Usually from friends or colleagues trying

All the pivotal moments in our lives have

to comfort him over missing out on the

been portrayed far more dramatically

latest film from some major filmmaker.

in cinema. And all of our real-world
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memories over time have become blended
with their fictitious simulacrums from
the silver screen. Which is a long way of
saying that my friendship and working
relationship with Bill Gosden will
always be treasured and remembered as
something larger than life.
Like many great cinematic narratives,
Bill and I began as rivals. Though that
term puts us on equal footing, the reality
was Bill and his festival (and it really was
his festival) were cultural giants on the
New Zealand landscape. Before there
was throwing shade, I was practically
blocking the sun with my non-stop jabs
and taunting of Bill and his festival in the
early 90s. I called it an antiquated fuddyduddy affair for art lobsters and snobs. It
wasn’t true but it didn’t stop me taking to
the streets with a loud haler screeching
about the one true film festival. Mine.
Smash cut to Bill with arched brow and
wry smile back in his office.
When I finally made my first short film
Crab Boy, I didn’t programme it in my
own film festival - I instead went, tail
between legs, to the only show in town
- Bill’s New Zealand International Film
Festival. Bill not only selected my short,
he programmed it to play in front of Abel
Ferrara’s The Funeral throughout NZ.
I never told him at the time, but Bill’s
appreciation and support of my short
was ‘the’ revelatory validation for me as
a filmmaker. I should have always known
we were more alike than I initially felt
and his condemnation of the banning
of Henry: Portrait Of A Serial Killer
should’ve sealed it.
Over the following decades, I got to
see Bill at various events and festivals
overseas. His industry street cred was

second to none. He was always familiar
but it was in these quiet moments away
from the hometown fest shenanigans
that I got a more rounded picture of the
man. Once the professional demeanour
was dropped, he was rather cheeky with a
wicked sense of humour. We loved talking
about certain beloved films nearly as
much as we did bitching about certain
assholes in the biz. Like I said. Cheeky.
Possessed with an elephantine memory
of those who had been unsportsmanlike,
it was a rare treat to hear him eviscerate
some nogoodnik.
He also seemed to know everyone and
managed to massage and navigate all
the complex egos and personalities
to maintain the festival back home as
one of the best in the world. Bill kindly
connected many industry dots for me
and was an open book with his deep-dive
knowledge of the scene.
Eventually in 2004 we joined forces - or
as history will more accurately record Bill did me another solid. When I’d hit
the wall running my own festival, he
was gracious enough to let me continue
to curate my own programming strand
within the larger event. Things escalated
quickly in terms of my relationships with
international filmmakers and festival
directors from that point on thanks to Bill.
The positive (up for debate by some) spinoffs from my relationship with Bill are
just one minor part of the overall impact
he had on the New Zealand creative
landscape. The profound impact and
influence Bill had on so many lives and
careers over four decades will always be
underestimated but it shouldn’t be, nor the
cumulative trickle-down effect that will be
felt in New Zealand for decades to come.
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REGIONAL WRAP
Take one – Auckland
Hi everyone
While Auckland experiences water restrictions
and drought like conditions (mainly due to years
of mismanagement and lack of infrastructure and
foresight) I am happy to say our little industry
is not suffering such fate. Just like Auckland’s
population growth, so too is our industry growing.
We have been very active this year with Screensafe
(Covid-19 Action Group), backing up crew working
conditions, providing support and counselling
contacts for individuals and their families,
supporting productions and monitoring incoming
work permits of international crew.
We are all used to the peaks and troughs though,
and I know that in the back of every freelancer’s
mind there is a fear that with every boom must
come a bust. This may be true, but New Zealand
has firmly placed itself on the international map
this year, not just because of any little Hobbits or
Avatars running around, or incredible landscapes,
or multi skilled crew, or amazing actors, or state
of the art postproduction facilities, but because
of the way we can contain and remain within our
national bubble making New Zealand one of
the safest places on the planet to live and work
at the moment.
Many have been privileged this year to only
experience a relatively short disruption to their

workflow (and let’s be honest, we suffered much
worse in 2013/2014 without a pandemic going on!)
and are now desperate for some form of reprieve
from the craziness that was 2020. I urge everyone to
take a moment, take some deep breaths and be very
grateful for what we have in our country, which
is a film community that is small enough to feel
like a family, yet large enough to support multiple
large and small productions at any given time, and
infrastructure that is being worked on to continue
to support and prop it up for years to come.
Spend some time on yourselves. Remember we
are just making pictures, not saving lives, so our
jobs should be fun and rewarding, not be the only
reason for our existence. Enjoy the moments you
get with your family and friends, or for some of
you your film family. Reach out to others and check
they are ok too, as sometimes a smile can cover
heartache, so your kindness may make all the
difference to one of your mates.
I look forward to continuing to see the shiny and
new crew get trained up under the older and wiser
of you in the coming year, and I continue to feel
grateful to watch such genius in action when I see
the gifts you create when they reach our screens.
Well done on getting through this year everyone.
Sioux Macdonald, Guild vice president and
executive committee member

Take two – Wellington
Heading in to December - as I scribble this down with Christmas next week and maybe a few weeks
off, it's impossible to believe that this year might
actually be over soon.
I remember it as a slow start, with plenty of work
promised but, as is often the case, the dates were
impossible to pin down.
And now, 12 months and a pandemic later, pretty
much everybody is as busy as they have been in
years. The email is buzzing off the hook at Crew
Wellington and I've even dragged my own mortal
remains into the work boots a few times in the last
month and headed on to set. Something I only do
when there is no one else on the books to do the
work. I've enjoyed it too, even if the back was telling

me at the end of the day that it's about time I either
took up yoga or laid off the pies.
Heading in to 2021, we know there is a tsunami of
work coming, with the FC fielding queries from all
over the shop, from productions looking to set up
in Godzone for at least the first half of the year. It's
never been more important than it is now, to make
sure we have enough young crew in training to take
on the work.
No, the current situation won't last forever, but I
don't think our 'normal' will ever fall back to what
it was.
All best, and let's all have a brilliant '21,
Graeme and the crew at Crew Wellington
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Take three – Bay of Plenty
Meri Kirihimite to our wider Aoteaora Screen
Media Whanau.
The Pohutukawa blossoms are bursting all
through the beautiful Bay of Plenty and Hine
Raumati is coming to grace this amazing country
we are blessed to live and work in.
Even as the year draws to a close production is
busy across the Bay.
The Māori feature film "Muru" has kicked off
filming in the Eastern Bay. This sees 60+ people
coming to the region and is injecting a large
boost to the local economy hurt by both the
Whakaari eruption 12 months ago and the
COVID 19 downtown in Tourism. It is a further
opportunity to grow our crew base through
internships and local employment, not to
mention all the local extras that are getting a
taste of what it is to be on set.
TV series Vegas is about to wrap up filming of
series one at the end of December and there is a
lot of talk about series two, this will see another
opportunity for for the region as the industry
here continues to grow. The White Street Studios
have been invaluable to the production with
multiple sets built there and a great base for the
Art and Wardrobe departments.

The work that Film Bay of Plenty has put in with
both Vegas and Muru is a great example of the
hands on service we provide paving the way
for projects of all scales to film in the region.
Please don't hesitate to contact Jade jade@
filmbayofplenty.com with any queries you might
have for next year.
There are a number of different projects that
have already been green lit and 2021 is looking
to be a busy year of production for the region.
We will be continuing to build and up-skill the
crew base and grow the supporting infrastructure
in the region. Our tipping point of opportunity
is here and we are working hard to secure the
opportunities coming to the region.
Our office will be closed from the December 23rd,
2020 to January 11th, 2021.
For urgent enquiries Anton will be available
by email from January 6th, 2021, anton@
filmbayofplenty.com.
If you are looking to get a film permit for a project
over this time please take note that Councils/
DOC will also be enjoying a Xmas break but will
be back at work on January 4th, 2021.
Take time to slow down and enjoy some summer
moments with whanau and friends over this
period. Bring on 2021!
Anton Steel
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REGIONAL WRAP
Take four – Christchurch
What a year we have had, and now with the start
of Summer, the industry in Canterbury is on
fire as the headlong dash towards the Christmas
break brings scorching weather, the odd scrub
fire and peoples busy calendars, the region could
be officially classified as ‘hot'.
The commercial and corporate sectors have seen
a steady rate of work as business confidence is
strong and companies are keen to spend again
domestically. Demand on crew is welcomed with a
high volume of work for the local scene.
Larger commercial work seems be mainly staying
up in Auckland for the time being, but their
demand for crew has managed to entice a few up
to the big smoke for the odd job.
As the world settles into the new pandemic
normal, nearly a year after the initial lockdowns,
the industry has become custom to the concept of
remote filming. January and February finally see
China and European jobs coming back for their
off season filming with Screen CanterburyNZ
supporting Enquiries with their growing
locations database.

Special shout outs to Michael Paletta and
Justin Rypma for hosting Camera Assisting
and Lighting workshops respectively. Also
the Directors workshop with Rob Sarkies was
well attended and well enjoyed. WIFT hosted a
valuable legal workshop with lawyers Anchali
Anandanayagam and Caitlin Hadlee from
Hudson Gavin Martin, who shared a wealth of
knowledge including the important contracts,
areas of IP and Chain of title to apply to
upcoming projects, great to see that knowledge
and experience being passed on to a new and
hungry generation.
Highlight of this last month was definitely an
8 golf cart convoy to set at dawn. Might have to
swap the truck out for a fleet of them...
As I said on the last one, keep slapping on the sun
block, watch those gennie exhausts in the long
grass, look after each other on the long days, and
put you feet up over the xmas break (if you get one).
Catch you on set,
Zac

Take five – Queenstown
Not just the end of the year - it's the end of an era...
This wrap is dedicated to Annie Weston, who,
as I write is driving northwards to start a new life
in Auckland.
Annie has been at the heart of the Queenstown
Film Industry since she arrived 23 years ago to
Production Manage the many Shoot NZ jobs. And
she has been in the hearts of all Queenstown crew
since then, known as a true champion of fairness
and decency. Often to her own detriment Annie
'went into bat' (maybe 'battle' is more appropriate)
to ensure that crew rates and conditions were
fair and correct - this did not always go down
well with Producers and commonly increased
her own workload.

that updated the Blue Book. For those of us in
working in pre production Annie was a key
advocate of acknowledgement of overtime hours
for crew during prep (Following that addition
It’s now up to affected crew to make sure that
unavoidable OT hrs in prep are compensated)
The recent lull in Queenstown based film projects,
and the corresponding boom in Auckland based
projects have conveniently gifted Annie the 'time
and opportunity' package to plan and execute the
relocate - and will mean that she'll now live in the
same city as partner Phil.
For those left behind the hope is that having a
Queenstown Cheerleader in Auckland will help
smooth the pathways of film projects to this region.

As quoted in the Mountain Scene this week "I think
every crew member in Queenstown absolutely
adores her"

So Annie, I speak for everyone when I say we will
miss you, and wish you outlandish success. Travel
safe, stay in touch.

Annie is an encyclopaedia of knowledge when
it comes to all things film - equipment, funding,
people, scheduling, safety, writing. She's a recent
past president of this Guild and one of the team

See you out there...

And to all you folks in the north - appreciate and
take care of this gift.
Nicola MacAllan
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NEWBIE PROFILE
Maggie Webster-Shadbolt
has joined the Guild. Welcome!
How long have you been in screen production
and how did you get started?
I graduated from the New Zealand Film School
in Wellington three years ago. After graduation
I spent my first year in the industry working
on various short films, commercials and day
playing on local features, while working a part
time administration job. I got my first proper
job offer a year after graduating on the feature
film 'Lowdown Dirty Criminals' and I have
been lucky enough to work full time in the
screen industry ever since.
Why did you choose Film/ TV as a career?
I am a huge Film and Television nerd. I spent
much of my childhood at the video store
picking out videos and DVDs. My favourite
part was watching the behind the scenes
features to see how the magic happens. When I
found out working in the screen industry was
a real career option I knew I didn't want to do
anything else.
Do you also work outside of film?
When I'm not working in the screen industry I
work in admin and communications running
websites and social media pages for small
businesses. This knowledge has also come in
handy when working on low budget projects
without a publicity team - So many producers
have no idea where to start when it comes to
social media and how to get the most out of
free online publicity.
What have you learnt about your department
as a whole?
I have had the opportunity to work in various
different departments over the last three
years. I love that so many kiwis work cross
departmental which just shows how quick we
are to adapt and take on different challenges.
However no matter what department you are
working in you are only as good as your team.

Why have you chosen to join the Guild. What
do you want and expect of the Guild?
Our world has been turned upside down
during 2020 and more than ever we need to
come together to take care of ourselves, our
fellow crew/ cast members and our industry.
We are so lucky to be able to continue to film
with minimal complications. However it
means we have a queue of projects wanting
to get made in New Zealand. We need to
make sure that these jobs are going to New
Zealanders, and when they can’t we need to
train and upskill kiwis for future productions.
What strengths do you think the NZ industry
has? What could contribute to a more sustainable industry?
As an industry we are resourceful and quick to
adapt to challenges. During the first lockdown
nobody knew when we would be able to be
back on set however within two weeks of the
lockdown ending I was right back where I left
off. We have such an amazing opportunity to
strengthen and grow our industry during 2021.
So that when all the new studios that are being
built open, we have local crew and projects
ready to fill them.
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NEW MEMBERS
Join us in giving our new members a warm welcome!
Sarah Crocker: Auckland Production
Richard Mangham: Auckland FX

Maggie Webster-Shadbolt:
Wellington Production Assistant

Tracey Sharman: Auckland Costume

Annabel Graham: Wellington Art

Tui Shadbolt: Auckland Production
Willy Pearce: Auckland Camera

Richard Hansen: Christchurch Sound

Callum Thomas: Auckland Camera
Bryn Seager: Auckland Production
Rowena Simes: Auckland Camera
Thomas Hopkins: Auckland Safety Officer
Frans Jonker: Auckland Safety Officer
Robin Vickers: Auckland SFX

VISIT

ScreenSafe.co.nz

Health and Safety for the Screen Industry

Helping create safe workplaces
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We’ve Got You Covered.

EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
LARGE

FORMAT
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THE ONLY CHOICE FOR UNLIMITED CHOICES

President
Brendon Durey
Vice president
Sioux Macdonald 021 969 609
Auckland chair
Nick Treacy 021 280 8950
Wellington chair
Adrian (Wookie) Hebron 0274 437 028
Christchurch chair
Amanda Jenkins 021 220 1022
Queenstown chair
Wayne Allen 0274 451 113
Treasurer
Tyrone Payne

www.panavision.asia

For full committee listing and contact
details please email:
info@screenguild.co.nz
PANAVISION AUSTRALIAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Panavision · Definition Magazine

SCREEN INDUSTRY GUILD AOTEAROA
NEW ZEALAND OFFICE
Kelly Lucas, executive officer
Jane Scott, accounts officer

CREW REPS
Remember to organise a crew rep on your next production. A crew rep, preferably someone
who is familiar with The Blue Book, is the most efficient way to keep the lines of communication
open between the producer and the crew.

Tel: 09 8899522
PO Box 68-294, Wellesley Street,
Auckland 1145
info@screenguild.co.nz
editor@screenguild.co.nz
accounts@screenguild.co.nz
www.screenguild.co.nz
facebook.com/NZFVTG
Screen Industry Guild office hours
Monday to Friday, 9am to 3.30pm
Outside these hours, please leave a
phone message or email us.

